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To:

Salt Lake City Planning Commission

From: Nick Norris, 801-535-6173, nick.norris@slcgov.com
Date: November 18, 2020
Re:

PLNPCM2020-00606 Special Exception Changes Text Amendment

Zoning Text Amendment
REQUEST:
Mayor Erin Mendenhall, at the request of the Planning Division, is requesting amendments to
the zoning ordinance regulations regarding special exceptions. The proposal would delete and
eliminate the special exception process from the zoning ordinance. A special exception is a
minor alteration of a dimensional requirement of the zoning ordinance or addresses accessory
uses and structures. There are more than forty special exceptions authorized in the zoning
ordinance. The proposal addresses each special exception and results in each special exception
being deleted, permitted, or authorized through a different process in the zoning ordinance.
Some special exceptions that will become permitted include changes to standards to add
flexibility in administering the regulation and reduce impacts. Special exceptions are approved
by staff of the Planning Division, the Planning Commission, or Historic Landmark Commission.
The proposed amendments involve multiple chapters of the Zoning Ordinance. Related
provisions of Title 21A-Zoning may be amended as part of this petition. The changes would
apply Citywide.
RECOMMENDATION:
Based on the findings listed in the staff report, the Planning Division recommends that the
Planning Commission forward a favorable recommendation for the text amendment request to
the City Council.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Quick guide of changes to each special exception
B. Proposed Text Amendment
C. Analysis of Zoning Amendment Factors
D. Public Outreach Summary
E. Department Review Summary
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Petition Description
The special exception code changes project is a proposal to eliminate the special exception
process from the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance. There are more than 40 authorized
exceptions in the zoning ordinance. This proposal would result in one of the following actions
for each authorized special exception:
• Prohibit exceptions that are routinely denied;
• Permit exceptions with additional standards for those exceptions that are routinely
approved; or
• Move specific exceptions to other processes already authorized in the ordinance.
The number of special exception applications have
grown from 37 in 2011 to 149 in 2019. The increase is
directing staff resources away from addressing
citywide growth-related issues and instead focusing
staff resources towards individual developments.
Special exceptions required the equivalent of almost
two full time employees to process the applications in
2019. This accounts for about 10% of the total
workload.

What is a special exception?
A special exception is a minor
modification to a dimensional
standard or accessory use with
minimal impact to adjacent
properties.

Special exceptions have grown in scope and level of controversy. Without any real cap on the
scope of an exception, the requested exceptions are asking for larger modifications. This is
increasing the amount of staff required to respond to inquiries, answer questions, negotiate
with the applicant, and decide on each application.
Proposed Changes
The number of changes to remove special exceptions from the ordinance are extensive. The
Planning Commission was briefed on those changes during a September 30, 2020 work
session. A quick guide to the changes can be found in Attachment A. The proposed text
changes can be found in Attachment B.

Applicable Review Processes and Standards
Review Processes: Zoning Text Amendment
Zoning text amendments are reviewed against four considerations, pertaining to whether
proposed code is consistent with adopted City planning documents, furthers the purposes of the
zoning ordinance, are consistent with other overlay zoning codes, and the extent they
implement best professional practices. Those considerations are addressed in Attachment C.
The primary focus of this text amendment is addressing best professional practices in managing
growth by implementing the following practices:
•

removing processes that are preventing staff resources from being allocated to growth
related issues,

•

modernizing the zoning ordinance by removing outdated regulations and processes
(such as special exceptions that are rarely, if ever, applied for),
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•

removing regulations that restrict property rights and that do not reflect current trends
in how property is used for accessory and ancillary land uses, and

•

removing regulations that are not necessary to protect and further the health, safety,
and welfare of the neighborhoods located in the city.

City Code amendments are ultimately up to the discretion of the City Council and are not
controlled by any one standard.
Community Input
Public Outreach is summarized in Attachment D and includes who was noticed, when the notice
was sent, presentation and meetings held, and submitted comments. Below is a discussion of
the key issues identified by the community, how the comments relate to the proposal, and how
the comments were reflected in the proposed update. The following issues were identified
through the public engagement process as of October 31, 2020:
1. Outdoor Dining
The Department of Community and Neighborhoods have had several recent complaints about
outdoor dining and the impact to adjacent and nearby neighbors. The primary complaints
involve noise, proximity to property lines, and businesses not obtaining special exception
approvals. The proposed changes would allow outdoor dining as a permitted use to a restaurant,
coffee shop, or other food serving business. The proposal maintains some existing standards
and adds some new standards:
•

A ten-foot setback for outdoor dining when located next to a residential zoning district
(new);

•

Limits amplified and live music to decibel levels required by the Salt Lake County Health
Department and places hours that music can be played outdoors when the business is
adjacent to a residential zoning district.

2. Fence Heights and buffering
Changes to fence height are being processed as a separate application and those comments
related to this special exception have been included and analyzed in that project.
3. Discrepancy with Special Exception Approvals
The Planning Division did hear from a resident of the East Bench Neighborhood regarding
special exception approvals. The resident indicated that the process was used to create
inequities in property rights, with some property owners benefiting from the process and then
using the public process to deny other nearby property owners of the same benefits. The
Planning Division has heard similar complaints from applicants and the process does create the
potential for an applicant to gain approval if the neighbors are favorable towards a proposal and
be denied or have a more rigorous approval process if the neighbors are not in favor. Special
exceptions are an administrative process because the PC is the approval authority. The PC does
have discretion in the process because the current standards are subjective, and applicants are
not being denied a property right because the applicant typically has the option to comply with
the zoning requirements without the need for a special exception. No changes were necessary
from this comment.
4. Noncomplying Issues
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Public comment was received identifying that many properties in the city likely have some level
of noncompliance due to the age of the building and changing zoning regulations. The comment
indicated that noncomplying issues should be resolved easily and retain property rights. There
are changes to chapter 21A.38, which regulates nonconforming uses and noncomplying
structures that accomplish this by simplifying the regulations and reducing the need to submit
land use applications.
5. Front yard Parking
The Sugar House Community Council indicated that they do not support allowing front yard
parking. This is highlighted here because the Planning Commission indicated that it should be
allowed under narrow circumstances. The Planning Division has prepared a draft proposal that
follows the input of the Planning Commission and is discussed under the “Planning Commission
Recommendations” section.
6. Unit Legalizations
The comments received regarding unit legalizations focused on the need for the definition of a
unit to be applied more uniformly and updated if needed. This is separate from this proposal.
The comment including inconsistent application of the definition to include things such as water
heaters. The zoning definition of a dwelling unit is:
A building or portion thereof, which is designated for residential purposes of a
family for occupancy on a monthly basis and which is a self-contained unit with
kitchen and bathroom facilities. The term "dwelling" excludes living space within
hotels, bed and breakfast establishments, apartment hotels, boarding houses and
lodging houses.
It should be noted that this definition is being changed slightly as part of the Shared Housing
(formerly known as SROs) zoning amendment. The changes address a shared housing unit not
being fully self-contained. No changes were made to this proposal in response to this comment.
7. Vintage Signs
A comment was received about vintage signs and that they should be allowed in the CSHBD 2
(Sugar House Business District) zone. A vintage sign is a historic sign that adds some distinctive
nature to a neighborhood. Vintage signs can be relocated within the same zoning district, be
moved with a business if it relocates, and are allowed to be used as public art in some zoning
districts. This comment is in reference to the use of vintage signs as public art. The ordinance
currently restricts this to the Downtown zones, Gateway Mixed Use, and Sugar House Business
District 1 zoning districts. The comment from the Sugar House Community Council is related
to adding CSHBD2 to the allowed zones where vintage signs could be relocated as public art.
The Planning Division used this suggestion to update the proposal to add this zoning district
and other similar zoning districts: FB-UN2, FB-UN3, FB-SC, FB-SE, and TSA. It may be worth
considering if vintage signs create an impact in any commercial or mixed-use zoning district
and allow them in those districts as well.
8. Inline Additions
A comment was received about the need to maintain inline additions as an option to provide
flexibility when designing additions that fit in with the characteristics of the built environment.
This is a true statement. This issue was also identified by the Planning Commission with a
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recommendation to find a way to maintain inline additions in the side yard. Options are
discussed in the next section of this report.
Inline additions within side yards do create new impacts that the adjacent property owner may
not have anticipated. The impacts often cited by the public when reviewing an inline addition
within a side yard include privacy and shadowing. Privacy impacts include how windows are
aligned with windows on neighboring properties and expanding the living space so that adjacent
rear yards are less secluded. Issues associated with shadowing are identified when the proximity
of the addition starts to shade a portion of a neighboring yard that was not previously in the
shade. Trees and fences also create shading issues, fences are shorter than building walls and
tree heights are not regulated by city ordinances.
The remaining processes in the zoning ordinance do not contain similar flexibility or do not
contain standards that help determine if an inline addition within a side yard is appropriate.
The closest process is the design review process. That process does not contain specific
standards about inline additions and would require some standards be added in order to be a
useful tool for inline additions.
9. HVAC Locations and Setbacks
HVAC equipment is generally required to be at least 4 feet from a property line and are not
allowed to be in a required front yard setback. An average of 11 applications per year are made
requesting to locate HVAC equipment within four feet of a property line or within a required
front yard. In response to this comment, the proposal was modified to add flexibility, such as
allowing the equipment in a front yard if it is located within 4 feet of the building, at least 10 feet
from the front property line, and screened. There was a public comment that suggested that
mechanical equipment may be appropriate if it was within 4 feet of a property line and adjacent
to a driveway on a neighboring property. This was added as an allowed encroachment when
next to a driveway, parking area, or an accessory building provided a 2-foot setback is
maintained to allow future maintenance without the need to use adjacent property to access the
equipment.
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:
The following section outlines the recommended changes made by the Planning Commission
during the work session held on September 30, 2020.
1. Inline Additions
An inline addition is an addition to an existing building where the building does not meet the
minimum setback requirements. Inline additions have become a popular application for
additions to homes. Most inline additions are requested for older homes that were built at a
time when building setbacks, mostly side yards, were related to the height of the structure. If a
structure was relatively low in height, such as a small cottage or bungalow, it could have smaller
side yards. Buildings built prior to zoning also have setbacks that are noncomplying.
The Planning Commission supported allowing inline additions to buildings that already
encroach into a required front or rear yard. The proposal presented by the Planning Division
did not allow inline additions in noncomplying side yards that did not comply with current
side yard setbacks. This means that any new addition would be required to meet the setbacks.
The Commission requested that the Division consider options for inline additions in
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noncomplying side yards and suggested limited those additions to single story in height or
rethinking how building height is measured.
The Division created a proposal that would allow an inline addition within a noncomplying
side yard provided:
• The addition is limited to a single story;
• The addition maintains the exterior wall height (or lower) of the existing building;
• The addition can extend the existing noncomplying exterior wall no more than 20% in
length.
These provisions provide some flexibility in the regulations and reduce the potential impacts
to neighbors. The proposal would allow the extension “by-right” and there would be no public
process for meeting the provisions. An additional suggestion was to allow an addition to
extend a noncomplying wall by up to 50% of the existing wall, but no more than 16 feet, which
would be enough to accommodate an additional room within the building. The Commission
can decide which option is best upon considering impacts and the need to be flexibility and
allow for growth within existing buildings to better accommodate changing housing needs.
The HLC would retain the ability to modify setbacks within historic districts, which cover
significant portions of the city. The provisions for inline additions would not apply to
properties within the H Historic Preservation Overlay District because the H Overlay already
has standards and processes to address additions with noncomplying setbacks.
2. Front Yard Parking
The Planning Commission recommended that front yard parking be allowed provided there
are no other alternatives for off-street parking on the property. The Planning Division has
added standards that:
• Only permits front yard parking when the property has no other off-street parking;
• Limits front yard parking to residential uses;
• The front or rear yard are not accessible due to the width of a side yard, lack of a side
yard, or lack of a wide enough rear yard for corner properties; and
• Adds dimensional standards to ensure that the front yard parking does not impact the
sidewalk or bike lanes.
3. Additional Height for Accessory Structures
The primary concern raised by the Planning Commission involved how high an accessory
building could be if the principal structure was more than two stories in height. Standards
were added that:
• Limited the increase to no more than 25% of the permitted height and restricts the
height to no more than 75% of the height of the principal structure;
• Requires an increased setback of one foot for every one foot in additional height.
Several issues were identified by Planning staff regarding extra height and the likelihood for it
to promote second story use in accessory buildings. The existing special exception for extra
height in accessory buildings limited the extra height to storage purposes and did not allow
windows to face a neighboring yard. The use of the secondary story requires a separate special
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exception under the current code. However, with the proposed changes, second story use
would be permitted.
4. Commercial Building Height
The Planning Commission discussed that there could be some benefit for allowing extra height
on sloping lots in commercial zoning districts. The concerns raised were mainly focused on
buildings with wide frontages and the impact extra height would have. The ability to obtain
extra height, up to 10%, was added as a permitted increase provided that at least 50% of the
building volume complies with the height, the height allows for the top story to have level
floors without internal stepping, and the ground floor has a minimum height of twelve feet.
5. Ground Mounted Utility Boxes
The recommendation from the City is to prohibit ground mounted utility boxes in public rights
of way when the utility box is only serving private development. The reason for this change is
because the private development benefits from placing the boxes in the rights of way because
doing so does not require space on private property for private infrastructure. However, this
creates long term planning issues for the City because those boxes will never be able to be
moved out of the right of way if the City desires or needs to make changes to the rights of way.
Examples include planting trees, expanding underground infrastructure (such as water pipes,
storm drainage, or sewer lines), widening sidewalks, adding grade separate bike lanes,
managing curb space, and other public uses within the ROW. This section was modified to
require utility provider approval for location and access to utility boxes, setbacks from
property line of one foot, and multiple requirements for locating a box in the ROW (each
requirement must be satisfied) only when the box is necessary for neighborhood wide service
and when an existing building on the property is being reused and there is no other location
on the subject property.
HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Historic Landmark Commission held a public hearing on the proposed changes on
November 5, 2020. There was one public comment in support of the proposed changes as it
retains the HLC ability to make modifications to lot and bulk requirements but simplifies the
process to do so. The HLC passed a motion unanimously recommending that the City Council
adopt the proposed changes.
DISCUSSION:
The proposed code updates have been reviewed against the Zoning Amendment consideration
criteria in Attachment C. The proposed code changes implement best practices by ensuring the
code is up to date, does not conflict with other applicable State or City Code, and complies with
the City’s zoning purposes by ensuring that City ordinances can be legally administered and
enforced.
Due to these considerations, staff is recommending that the Commission forward a favorable
recommendation on this request to the City Council.
NEXT STEPS:
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The Planning Commission can provide a positive or negative recommendation for the proposed
text amendments. The recommendation will be sent to the City Council, who will hold a briefing
and additional public hearing(s) on the proposed text amendments amendment. The City
Council may make modifications to the proposal and approve or decline to approve the
proposed zoning text amendments.
If the text amendments are approved by the City Council, appeals would be subject to the new
City ordinance standards.
The Planning Commission may also recommend a modified version of the proposal. This would
be advisable if the commission identifies potential issues with any aspect of the proposal.
Instances where this may happen include:
• The commission wants to add a standard or modify a proposed regulation;
• The commission wants to delete a standard or requirement within the proposal;
• The commission wants additional information about any aspect of the proposal.
There may be situations where the Planning Commission makes a request and the Planning
Division is not able to provide information regarding that request. An example of this may be a
request for a significant amount of research or data that the Division does not have the capability
to provide.
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This is a simple summary of the proposed changes. Please refer to the draft code in Attachment
B for all proposed changes.
Additional Accessory structure height: increased height (up to 75% of the principal structure)
allowed with increase in setbacks
Accessory structures on double frontage lots: standards added to match location of accessory
buildings of the block.
Additional height for fences: removed exception process, sets maximum heights.
Additional building height in commercial districts: deleted special exception; standards added
to allow 10% increase on sloping lots.
Additional height in foothill districts: deleted special exception
Additional height in R-1, R-2, SR districts: deleted special exception
Alternative to off street parking: deleted
Barbed wire fences: standards added, restricted to industrial and agricultural zones and for land
uses that require added security, such as public utility facilities.
Conditional home occupations: deleted. This was changed several years ago to permitted but
was not deleted from the special exception chapter.
Dividing exiting lots with existing detached dwellings: allowed through the subdivision process
with standards added.
Front yard parking: Standards added to allow front yard parking in very limited instances.
Grade changes over 4 feet: will become permitted with a step between retaining walls necessary
to retain the grade change.
Ground mounted AC units, pool equipment, etc. within 4 feet of side or rear property line:
standards updated to allow equipment in additional situations when there is no impact or the
equipment is screened.
Hobby shop, art studio, exercise room in accessory buildings: deleted, will become permitted.
Inline additions: permitted to match the existing building setback in front and rear yards;
allowed in a limited manner in side yards.
Home day care: will become permitted or conditional based on Utah Code requirements for
number of kids.
Outdoor dining in required yard: will be permitted with specific standards for setbacks, noise,
etc. when next to residential zone.
Razor wire fencing: limited to industrial and agricultural zones and some uses that require a
high level of security.
Replacement of noncomplying building or portion of a noncomplying building: allowed by right
within the noncomplying chapter of the zoning ordinance.
Underground encroachments: permitted in the encroachment table with standards.
Special Exception Text Amendment
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Window mounted AC units: deleted special exception, will be permitted.
Vehicle and equipment storage in CG, M1, M2, EI: permitted with specific standards for water
quality and to reduce mud, dirt, gravel being carried onto public streets.
Ground mounted utility boxes: prohibited in the public right of way unless the box serves a
broader area than just a private development and with specific standards; location requirements
on private property added. Size limitations deleted.
Unit legalizations: will be addressed as a determination of nonconforming use in chapter
21A.38. Standards related to continuing use maintained. Other standards that require update
to parking standards deleted.
Vintage signs: Changed to permitted with existing standards in the ordinance, expanded where
a vintage sign could be used as public art.
Additional height for lights at sports fields: changed to permitted with screening of light
trespass, increased setback from residential uses.
Recreation equipment height in OS zone: capped at 60 feet in height with no exceptions.
Public utility buildings in OS zone: will be allowed to exceed building height for critical public
utility infrastructure. Does not include office buildings.
Fence and wall height over 6 feet for homeless resource centers: Planning Commission will be
given the authority to approve taller fences for buffering purposes.
Enlargement of structure with noncomplying use: allowed by right provided the addition
complies with zoning requirements.
Horizontal inline additions: permitted to match existing portions of buildings that do not meet
setback when the addition is in the front or rear yards, with limited application in side yards.
Alteration to an existing SFD when the use is not allowed: alterations will be permitted.
Amateur HAM radio antennae over 75 feet in height: special exception deleted.
Electrical equipment for cell towers: will need to be in a side or rear yard with specific setback
and screening requirements.
Electrical security fences: deleted and will become nonpermitted.
Covered ADA ramps: deleted, will be addressed through a reasonable accommodation
authorized under federal laws.
Ground mounted utility boxes over a certain size in the right of way: will be deleted and required
to be located on private property when serving individual developments.
Front yard parking for SFD when side or rear yard not accessible: deleted and will be allowed
in very limited instances.
Parking exceeding the maximum: deleted. Will be addressed through proposed changes to
parking ordinance.
Alternative parking requirements: deleted. Will be addressed through proposed changes to
parking ordinance.
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Commercial signs in historic districts: delete special exception requirement; will be authorized
through existing processes in the Historic Preservation Overlay.
HLC bulk modifications: delete special exception requirement: will be authorized through
existing processes in the Historic Preservation Overlay.
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Public hearing notice for the HLC meeting was sent through the Division email list on
mailed on October 22, 2020
Public hearing notice published to newspaper October 24, 2020
Public notice posted on City and State websites on October 22, 2020
No formal requests to receive notice of the proposed text amendment were received prior
to the noticing deadline of this public hearing.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Blankevoort
Norris, Nick
(EXTERNAL) Special Exceptions
Thursday, August 13, 2020 6:46:34 PM
EBCC 6-17-2020 meeting.pdf

Hello Nick
I totally agree with your premise on the new special exception process changes,
frankly the city is already overwhelmed with frivolous requests on a number of
subjects.
I also have some further recommendations and would to participate to help you to
evaluate the wider problem.
We have several District chairpersons ( District 5, 6 etc) that are stoking the fire with
these notices of special exceptions. I would think this is driving more people to call
into the zoning and planning office, only to stymie the process and become actual
obstacles for your Dept.
Please find attached meeting minutes June 17, 2020. Item 7, brought up the subject
of a neighbor in Indian Hills subdivision and his special exception for building a home
and height limits. The neighbor and architect already had engaged with zoning and
planning and they had already gone through and contacted each of the abutting
neighbors to work through the issue. Our chairperson (Aimee Burrows) decided to
'follow through' with the process as if to say she was the street captain on zoning and
planning. I told her it was a frivolous use of our time. The neighbor is already following
the protocols then we should not allow our District Chairs to muddy up your depts.
time by making more work.
I propose to you that zoning and planning does not need anymore 'help; from local
District Council meetings and that a statement should be mentioned in your new
process changes to not encourage creating anymore duplicate work for special
exceptions. And although we all have the right to public information, it is not the
charter of local meetings to drive special exception agenda. We need to be more
efficient, don't you agree?
Best
John
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Robinson
Norris, Nick; Annie V. Schwemmer
RE: (EXTERNAL) Special Exception Changes
Tuesday, October 20, 2020 1:56:57 PM

Well, these situations were handled previously by special exceptions because each circumstance is
unique. By eliminating special exceptions, you are now trying to make rules that cover all
possibilities—probably not possible.
Let us think about this a bit and get back to you.
Ann Robinson, AIA
  Principal    //     Renovation Design Group
824 SOUTH  400 WEST  |  SUITE B123   |   SALT LAKE CITY |   UTAH   |  84101
O. 801.533.5331    |    M. 801.230.2080
  RenovationDesignGroup.com     |   Facebook Fans     | Houzz Portfolio  

From: Norris, Nick <Nick.Norris@slcgov.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Annie V. Schwemmer
Cc: Ann Robinson
Subject: RE: (EXTERNAL) Special Exception Changes
Thanks Annie, these are helpful comments. Do you have some ideas on how we can accommodate
these issues within the proposal?
NICK NORRIS
Director
Planning Division

DEPARTMENT of COMMUNITY and NEIGHBORHOODS
SALT LAKE CITY CORPORATION
TEL 801-535-6173
CELL 801-641-1728
Email nick.norris@slcgov.com
WWW.SLC.GOV/PLANNING

From: Annie V. Schwemmer
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 1:33 PM
To: Norris, Nick <Nick.Norris@slcgov.com>
Cc: Ann Robinson
Subject: (EXTERNAL) Special Exception Changes
Hi NickWe’ve reviewed the proposed special exception changes and since we do so many
renovations/additions in SLC we have the following comments:
54

Garages Built into Hillsides in Front or Corner Side Yards: It seems there will be very few of these that
would not also need to project into a front yard setback.
Central Air Condensers: There are many side yards that can accommodate a condenser without
causing undue hardship on the neighbor (for instance, a 4’ side yard adjacent to a neighbor’s
driveway) and there should be a way for these to be allowed.
Corner side yards: We think in-line additions need to be allowed in side yard setbacks to avoid
awkward interior spaces & rooflines.
Noncomplying as to height: We think rear additions should be allowed to match the height of the
existing roofline even if the existing structure is noncomplying. This change will create odd looking
rooflines and will preclude 2nd stories on rear additions if the lower roofline makes the upper level
ceiling lower than 7’ high.
ThanksAnnie
Annie V. Schwemmer, AIA
Principal

//    Renovation Design Group

824 SOUTH  400 WEST | SUITE B123   | SALT LAKE CITY | UTAH | 84101
O. 801.533.5331
|
M. 801.560.7171
  RenovationDesignGroup.com |   Facebook Fans
| Houzz Portfolio  
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Deans
Norris, Nick
(EXTERNAL) Special Exceptions
Monday, November 9, 2020 3:09:19 PM

Nick,
If the exceptions have been addressed in each of their specific sections of zoning code I fully
support deleting the Special Exceptions from the code.  
Kyle R Deans
Salt Lake City Resident
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Planning Staff Note: This proposal was routed to the City Departments and Divisions for
review on August 11, 2020. In addition, follow up meetings were held on September 30, 2020
and October 29, 2020 with Engineering, Real Estate Services,Building Services and Rocky
Mountain Power to discuss ground mounted utility boxes and how to address them. Below are
submitted comments from each Department or Division and a summary of associated meetings.


Airports: no comments received.



Building Services (zoning review): Indicated that they thought this would be time saver
for staff and would be helpful. They provided specific changes to the following sections
of the proposal:
o

Edit suggestions regarding Table 21A.36.020.B Obstructions in yards;

o

Support addressing grade changes and retaining walls as it removes vagueness
in doing related zoning reviews.

o

Requested that the expansions of nonconforming uses be limited to a one-time
request to avoid repeated requests over time.

o

Regarding noncomplying lots, add provision about complying with all applicable
provisions so that it includes building and fire codes.

o

Remove some of the standards for unit legalizations that deal with past zoning
violations. Past violations that are unrelated to the existence of a dwelling unit
should not be a factor in determining if the unit can be recognized as a legal
dwelling unit.

o

Concerns with letting any accessory use go into an accessory building. Is a
welding shop appropriate in a shed, for example?



Building Services (civil enforcement): no comments provided.



Economic Development: inquired about eliminating the ability to seek additional
building height in commercial districts. Planning staff provided the department with the
number of applications received requesting additional height in commercial districts
and information on other processes available to seek additional height. The Division
also mentioned that there will be a future analysis of building heights in commercial
districts to align with building code requirements, promote more housing, and
encourage improved street engagement. Comments were provided by Roberta
Reichgelt.



Engineering: Engineering is concerned with prohibiting all utility boxes in the ROW.
This puts the burden on Engineering to make decisions about the aesthetics of utility
boxes when they are mostly focused on the engineering and impact to physical
infrastructure, such as sidewalks, curb, and gutter.



Finance: no comments received. This was routed to Finance due to the impact on
revenue from special exception application fees. It is anticipated that Planning Division
revenue will decrease by $40,000 to $45,000 per year.
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Fire Department: no comments provided.



Housing and Neighborhood Development: no comments provided.



Information Management Services (IMS): no comments provided. Deleting special
exceptions will require deactivating the application in the Accela system.



Mayor’s Office: The Mayor was briefed on the concept before the petition was initiated.
The Mayor asked that the project include a comprehensive approach and that changes
be considered to maintain flexibility while limiting impacts.



Police Department: no comments provided.



Public Services:
o

Parks and Public Lands: Parks and Public Lands provided comments relating to
fence height around outdoor recreation facilities and light poles associated with
sports fields.

o

Golf Division: provided comments regarding fence heights around golf course
driving ranges.

o

the Salt Lake Regional Sports Complex provided input on the height and setbacks
of athletic field lighting.



Public Utilities: Public Utilities provided comments about exempting some necessary
infrastructure and utility buildings from height requirements in the OS Zoning District,
asking if the riparian and lowland overlay zoning districts still apply, clarifying that
underground encroachments are on private property only, and ensuring that antennae
height would allow the necessary infrastructure to monitor utility facilities. Comments
provided by Jason Draper.



Redevelopment Agency: The RDA indicated that they supported the changes because
they will help to streamline the building permit review process and provide more
predictability for property owners. Comments provided by Lauren Parisi.



Sustainability: no comments provided.



Transportation: Indicated that they had no suggested changes. Comment provided by
Michael Barry.



Urban Forestry: no comments provided.
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